Model Arctic Council at secondary school:
NORMAC and MAC Bilbao
2nd UArctic Congress
University of Oulu, Finland
5th September 2018

• Launched in 2016

• Launched in 2018

• Annual event now in 4th year

• Annual event now in 2nd year

• Stand-alone Model Arctic Council

• Runs alongside Model UN Bilbao

• 2-day residential conference (3 days
planned for 2019)

• 2-day residential conference
(integrated within 3-day Model UN)

• Hosted by Norwich School in
Norwich, UK

• Hosted by Colegio Ayalde in Bilbao,
Spain

• Keynote speakers include Arctic policy
experts, diplomats and filmmakers

• Differentiates Model UN Bilbao from
other Model UN conferences
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NORMAC and MAC Bilbao are experiential learning events
at which pupils role-play Arctic Council diplomats

Both conferences allow pupils to role-play Arctic States
as well as indigenous Permanent Participant groups
Source: Polar Aspect
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NORMAC and MAC Bilbao are intense and dynamic youth
conferences simulating full cycle of Arctic Council meetings

Source: Polar Aspect
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NORMAC and MAC Bilbao offer exciting new format of
model diplomacy
NORMAC/MAC Bilbao

Model UN (THIMUN style)

• Delegates play non-state actors
(indigenous Permanent Participants) as
well as state actors

• Delegates play only state actors

• Decisions made by rule of unanimity –
emphasis on consensus building

• Conference begins with lobbying and
with ‘Committees’ where delegates
battle over competing resolutions

• Conference begins with ‘Working
Groups’ where resolutions jointly
drafted

• Many issues per Committee – time may
not permit discussion of all resolutions

• Focus on Arctic as important world
region – targeted learning

• Thematically diffuse – many global
issues considered
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• Only one issue per Working Group

• Intimate small-group conference

• Decisions made by majority vote –
emphasis on debate

• Many conferences involve 100s or
even 1000s of delegates

An antidote to ‘Model UN fatigue’!
Source: Polar Aspect
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NORMAC and MAC Bilbao are only secondary-school MACs
active in world today
Number of MAC conferences by year and level
1 – NORMAC

1

2 – MAC Bilbao

3

3 – UArctic MAC (int’l and regional)

1

2

3

3

2017

2018

3

2010

2011

2012

2013

Secondary School

2014
University

2015

2016
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1

(each block = 1 conference)

2010 secondary-school MACs were one-off events
Source: Polar Aspect
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NORMAC and MAC Bilbao have attracted delegates from
number of home countries

Thus far, no delegates from Arctic or with
any personal Arctic experience
Source: Polar Aspect
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Delegates and teachers alike find experience of NORMAC
and MAC Bilbao educational and enjoyable
Testimonals about NORMAC/MAC Bilbao
• ‘It was an amazing experience (very educational as well)’ – Delegate
• ‘It was exciting to be part of a real-life simulation of Arctic politics’ – Delegate
• ‘I learnt lots about the Arctic and especially its indigenous peoples’ – Delegate
• ‘It was very fun and interesting! I learnt so much about the Arctic and the states
governing it, and how much of an impact they have on the lives of its
permanent residents’ – Delegate
• ‘It was great and honestly refreshing from the usual Model UN’ – Delegate
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• ‘Excellent – beautifully hosted and extremely beneficial for the development of
confidence in students’ – Teacher
• ‘We will certainly do this again’ – Teacher
Survey data from 2018 conferences seem to
bear out these testimonials as we shall see
Source: Polar Aspect
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NORMAC and MAC Bilbao intended to fill educational gap
and make educational impact in specific areas
Educational Gap

Educational Objectives

• Secondary-school pupils learn very
little about Arctic
• Media and public tend to conceive of
Arctic as either:

- Resource frontier over which
Arctic States ‘scrambling’

• Inspire them to learn more about the
region, its peoples and its challenges
• Help them develop their skills in
public speaking, negotiation and
consensus building
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- Pristine wilderness to be
protected at all costs

• Raise awareness and understanding of
the Arctic amongst secondary-school
pupils

If meet objectives, NORMAC and MAC Bilbao fill educational gap and offer corrective:
• Emphasise Arctic as place of dialogue and as homeland of indigenous peoples
• Give youth early and more nuanced understanding of Arctic
Source: Polar Aspect
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NORMAC and MAC Bilbao designed to make Arctic and
Arctic Council accessible to secondary-school pupils
• Assistance with preparation:
- Online ‘research library’ hosted by Arctic Portal
- Research briefs and stimulating questions circulated before conference
- ‘Pre-Ministerial Briefing’ for each delegation

• Encouragement toward consensus:
- Working Groups begin immediately to draft joint resolutions
- SAO and Ministerial meetings governed by formal rules as decision framework
- Permanent Participants allowed open vote (though may be overruled by Arctic States)
- Third-party chairing
© 2018 Polar Aspect Consulting

• Realism balanced with creativity:
- Agenda based on Arctic Council themes, but may extend beyond (e.g. fishing)
- Pupils allowed considerable license to pass ‘less realistic’ resolutions
Deviations from actual Arctic Council procedure
Intended to support creative learning
Source: Polar Aspect
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Delegates to NORMAC and MAC Bilbao 2018 certain had
learned much from participation
Self-reported knowledge before and after NORMAC/MAC Bilbao
(2018, average delegate rating out of 5)
Before conference

After conference
5.0

5.0
4.0

4.0

3.0

3.0

4.1

3.8

NORMAC
1.8

1.8

1.6

2.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0
Arctic

Indigenous
Peoples

MAC Bilbao

Arctic
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2.0

2.0

4.0 3.9

Indigenous
Peoples

Delegates didn’t become Arctic experts! Shows
direction of and certainty about learning
Source: Polar Aspect
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More specifically, delegates very strongly agreed had learned
about Arctic, Arctic Council and Arctic peoples
Agreement on areas of learning from NORMAC/MAC Bilbao
(2018, % delegates)
89

10

1

Arctic Issues & Challenges

93

7 0

Arctic Council

93

7 0

Indigenous Peoples

89

Indigenous Rights

67

Agree or Strongly Agree

Neutral

8
27

3
6
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Arctic as Region

Disagree or Strongly Disagree

Lower agreement around indigenous rights suggests
opportunity for more conceptual learning
Source: Polar Aspect
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Delegates also agreed that NORMAC and MAC Bilbao
inspired them to learn more about Arctic, though less so...
Agreement that NORMAC/MAC Bilbao inspired future Arctic learning (left)
and intention to attend future NORMAC/MAC Bilbao (right)
(2018, % delegates)

10

13

51
39

Agree or Strongly Agree

Yes
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87
No

Neutral
Disagree or Strongly Disagree

...nevertheless, large majority would attend again,
suggesting most interested in further Arctic learning
Source: Polar Aspect
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Model diplomacy newcomers and veterans both agreed
NORMAC and MAC Bilbao improved interpersonal skills...
Agreement that NORMAC/MAC Bilbao improved interpersonal skills
for model diplomacy newcomers (left) and veterans (right)
(2018, % delegates)
9

10

Agree or Strongly
Agree

23

Neutral
55

67

Disagree or Strongly
Disagree
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36

...but likely they ‘got out what they put into it’
Source: Polar Aspect
Note: ‘Newcomers’ defined as delegates rating MUN experience 1, 2 or 3 out of 5; veterans defined as delegates rating MUN experience at 4 or 5 out of 5
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Future plans for NORMAC and MAC Bilbao to improve pupil
experience and learning
• 2019 Conference dates:
- 24th – 27th January 2019 (MAC Bilbao)
- 28th February – 3rd March 2019 (NORMAC)

• Short- to medium-term future plans:
- Eliminate formal rules of procedure even in SAO and Ministerial meetings
(especially if conference lengthened) to better simulate Arctic Council informality
- Develop basic primer on Arctic governance and IR concepts for delegates
- Require position papers before conference to encourage deep research and stimulate
consensus building

• Long-term future plans:
© 2018 Polar Aspect Consulting

- Seek participation from school in Arctic, especially indigenous pupils
- Launch secondary-school MAC in Arctic, hosted by Arctic school
- Grow other secondary-school MACs elsewhere
I would welcome contact from any schools or
organisations interested to attend or support
Source: Polar Aspect
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Thank you / Kiitos / Giitu
Anthony Speca
Managing Principal
Polar Aspect Consulting
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anthony.speca@polaraspect.com
www.polaraspect.com
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